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Abstra t

This paper des ribes our experiments
in the TREC 2005 Genomi s Tra k.
For the ad-ho retrieval task, we
study synonym-based query expansion, as well as the e e tiveness of a
new pseudo-relevan e feedba k method
whi h is derived from our re ent work
on semi-supervised learning. For the
ategorization task, we study various methods for estimating onditional
lass probability and determining the
optimal threshold parameter | essential for obtaining high performan e results for this task.
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Introdu tion

This paper reports on our parti ipation in the
TREC 2005 Genomi s Tra k. The submissions
were on two tasks: ad-ho retrieval and ategorization. The goal of the ad-ho retrieval
task was to sear h a Medline orpus onsisting of biomedi al paper abstra ts. We experimented with a new pseudo-relevan e feedba k method derived from a re ently proposed
semi-supervised learning method, as well as domain database synonym lookup for query expansion. The goal of the ategorization task
was to sele t journal arti les to be ataloged in
the Mouse Genome Informati s database (MGI).
On this task, we used a regularized linear lassier and experimented with supervised and semisupervised learning approa hes, with emphasis
This work was done when the se ond author was a
visitor at IBM T.J. Watson Resear h Center.
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This work was done when the third author was at
IBM T.J. Watson Resear h Center.

on lass probability estimation-based threshold
determination methods.
Our systems are ompetitive on both tasks.
On the ad-ho retrieval task, our two oÆ ial
runs produ ed the se ond and third best map
results among all the 45 automati runs, with
small di eren es from the top automati run.
On the ategorization task, our oÆ ial run
a hieved the best utility on one of four sub-tasks.
The paper is organized as follows. We present
our ad-ho retrieval system in Se tions 2.1{2.4.
The results on the 2004 and 2005 topi sets are
reported in Se tion 2.5. The ategorization systems and the performan e results are presented
in Se tion 3.
2

Ad-ho

retrieval

It appears from the literature that su essful
systems in the 2004 Genomi s Tra k are typially equipped with some form of pseudo relevan e feedba k and query expansion using domain databases. We adopt this framework and
fo us on:
 Developing a new automated feedba k
method, whi h we will refer to as stru tural
feedba k .
 The use of domain databases for obtaining
synonyms, and their use for query expansion.
The high-level data ow is shown in Figure 1.
We rst index do uments in the orpus, whi h
we view as the generation of do ument ve tors.
For a given sear h topi , our system generates a
query ve tor in orporating synonyms for query
terms using domain database lookup. For the
generation of both query and do ument ve tors,
we use term weighting similar to the popular
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Figure 1: Ad-ho retrieval data ow (high-level).
BM25 (Robertson et al., 1994). A sear h of
the index given the query ve tor is performed
by taking the inner produ t of the query ve tor
and ea h do ument ve tor. From the query ve tor and do ument ve tors thus retrieved, stru tural feedba k generates a new enhan ed query
ve tor. The nal sear h results are obtained by
taking inner produ ts of this new query ve tor
and do ument ve tors.
We rst present the stru tural feedba k
method (Se tion 2.1), and then des ribe the use
of domain knowledge for enhan ing queries in
Se tion 2.2. The 2005 topi set di ers from the
2004 topi set in its introdu tion of ve topi
templates. We dis uss the impli ations of templates in Se tion 2.3. After des ribing the implementation details su h as term weighting in
Se tion 2.4, we report performan e results on
the 2004 and 2005 topi sets (Se tion 2.5).
2.1

ASO and its appli ation to

Using unlabeled data through
stru tural feedba k

This se tion des ribes our new automati feedba k algorithm. The idea is to learn a relevant
stru ture shared by multiple variations of the
original query, and then use this shared stru ture to improve IR performan e. The development of our new automati feedba k method
stems from the Alternating Stru ture Optimization (ASO) algorithm re ently proposed for
semi-supervised learning.

ASO is a ma hine learning algorithm designed
to improve predi tion performan e (e.g. lassi ation performan e) by simultaneously learning
multiple predi tion problems that are related to
ea h other (Ando and Zhang, 2005a; Ando and
Zhang, 2005b). The shared stru ture is learned
by joint empiri al risk minimization over these
multiple related tasks. The learned stru ture is
then transferred to the target predi tion problem of interest.
The intuition is that by observing many related problems, one an learn useful information (predi tive stru ture) shared by these problems and then use it for improving overall performan e. In parti ular, the appli ation of ASO
in the semi-supervised setting exploits unlabeled
data by reating multiple predi tion problems
and their labeled examples automati ally from
unlabeled data. If these reated predi tion problems ( alled auxiliary problems) are related to
the target predi tion problem of interest, then
the shared predi tive stru ture learned by ASO
will be useful for the target problem.
We do not in lude the algorithmi details of
ASO in this paper; instead, we refer the reader
to (Ando and Zhang, 2005a; Ando and Zhang,
2005b). Here we simply state that ASO produ es a stru ture matrix , whi h aptures information learned from unlabeled data via auxiliary problems. The rows of  are essentially the
most signi ant left singular ve tors of a matrix
of feature-weight ve tors learned on auxiliary
problems. (An alternating optimization pro edure an be used to improve the learned stru ture , whi h gives the name of the method).
From  and a feature ve tor x, we obtain a new
feature ve tor representation:


x
x



^=  :
(1)
The nal step of ASO is to perform training for
the target problem using the new feature ve tor
representation in (1) and the labeled data. It
has been shown that the in lusion of unlabeled
data in this way (i.e., via  in (1)) improves predi tion performan e on a number of tasks su h
x

as text ategorization, named entity and synta - to the sear h topi ) are not given.
ti phrase re ognition.
Re all that the essen e of ASO is to learn a
useful predi tive stru ture from multiple related
2.1.2 Stru tural feedba k overview
problems. To apply this idea to the task of
Suppose that ve tor representations (or a fea- relevan y predi tion in IR, we reate auxiliary
ture mapping) of a query and a olle tion of problems by generating a number of variants of
do uments are given as input. Essentially, our the given query. More pre isely, we onsider the
stru tural feedba k algorithm employs a stru - do uments `highly ranked' by these query varitural learning idea similar to that of ASO. ants as the positive examples of the auxiliary
Spe i ally, we onsider sear h as a problem of predi tion problems, and apply stru tural learnpredi ting a do ument's relevan y/irrelevan y ing to these auxiliary problems. Our method
to the topi (represented by the query), using then generates the stru ture matrix , whi h
a linear predi tion model. We further onsider aptures predi tive stru ture shared by the auxthe given query ve tor as the only positive (`rel- iliary problems. If we apply the original ASO
evant') example available for training on this formulation, new feature ve tors (a new query
task, while regarding all the do uments (that ve tor and new do ument ve tors) would be genare to be retrieved) as unlabeled data.
erated as in (1). However, for eÆ ien y, we keep
From this viewpoint, negative (`irrelevant') do ument ve tors as they are and only hange
examples are not expli itly given. Therefore in- the query ve tor by:
stead of using a dis riminative learning method
(2)
q^ = q + T q :
that tries to separate positive data from negative
data, it is more appropriate to onsider generative learning methods where a model for ea h It is easy to verify that doing so is equivalent
lass an be onstru ted from positive data only. to (1) for our purpose. Thus, we obtain a new
Su h generative models in lude Naive Bayes and enhan ed query ve tor q^.
Centroid methods (whi h uses the mean of the
Input: initial query ve tor
positive data points as the weight ve tor). BeParameters: ,
ause a weighting s heme similar to BM25 has
Output: new query ve tor ^
been applied priori, we shall simply adopt the
Generate query variants 1 2
p from .
:=
do uments highly ranked by query
entroid method in our approa h. With only the
for = 1 to
query as positive data, the weight ve tor after
do uments
ranked by i
i := P
Pd2S highly
training (using a entroid method) trivially rei := d2S
2
End for
sults in the query ve tor itself. Sin e we assume
be a matrix whose -th olumn is i .
Let
a linear model, the predi tion or output value
Set the rows of  to be 's most signi ant
(relevan y s ore) is given by the inner produ t
left singular ve tors.
^ := + T 
of the weight ve tor (query ve tor) and a feature ve tor (do ument ve tor). This is onsistent with traditional IR methods.
2: Overview of the stru tural feedba k
We know from the ma hine learning literature Figure
that one an improve predi tion performan e method
by using unlabeled examples in addition to labeled examples { this is essentially the semi- 2.1.3 Stru tural feedba k
implementation details
supervised learning problem. A natural question
to ask is whether related ideas an be applied to Although there are several ways to generate
information retrieval, when posed as a learning useful query variants, our implementation genproblem su h as outlined above. In this ase, un- erates variants by removing up to k tokens (for
labeled examples are simply do uments to be re- k = 0; 1; 2) from the input query. For instan e,
trieved sin e their labels (relevan y/irrelevan y if the given query onsists of f ferroportin, 1,
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iron, human g, we will have eleven query variants: four three-token variants (f ferroportin, 1,
iron g, f ferroportin, 1, human g, f ferroportin,
iron, human g, f 1, iron, human g ); six twotoken variants (f ferroportin, 1 g, f ferroportin,
iron g,    ); and the original query.
To retrieve do uments by these query variants, it is too expensive to sear h the entire orpus. Instead, we rst retrieve m do uments by
the given query, and from these m do uments we
hoose the ones highly ranked by the query variants. This requires the use of a ut-o riterion
for hoosing highly-ranked do uments. Consider
a pseudo do ument in whi h every token in the
query variant qi o urs only on e, and let d~i be
the do ument ve tor (generated as in Se tion
2.4.2) for this pseudo do ument. We say that
do ument (ve tor) d is highly ranked by qi if and
only if qiT d  qiT d~i .
In the original ASO algorithm, empiri al risk
minimization is used for training dis riminative
lassi ers on the auxiliary problems. As mentioned earlier, due to the absen e of negative examples, we employ a generative learning model
in this work. Spe i ally we adopt the (normalized) entroid method where the feature-weight
ve tor wi is given by the length-normalized average of the positive examples (highly ranked
do ument ve tors that are sele ted). Then, as
in ASO, we onstru t a matrix W so that its
i-th olumn is the weight ve tor wi and ompute W 's h most signi ant left singular ve tors,
whi h give the rows of the stru ture matrix .
In our experiments we set the dimension parameter h = 1.
Our implementation of the stru tural feedba k method has two additional parameters.
One is m, the number of do uments retrieved
by the initial query. In our oÆ ial runs, we set
m = 30. The performan e is relatively insensitive to m as long as m is not too small. The se ond parameter is the number of terms we keep
in the new query ve tor q^. Although it might
be ideal, using q^ as is onsiderably in reases the
sear h runtime. We zero out all but the k largest
entries of q^. The performan e seems to be relatively insensitive to k in the range of k  50. In
our oÆ ial runs, we set k = 100.

Figure 2 summarizes the stru tural feedba k
method.
2.1.4

Dis ussion

Apart from the theoreti al justi ation given
in the original ASO work (Ando and Zhang,
2005a), the intuitive meaning of stru tural feedba k be omes learer when we set h = 1. The
stru ture matrix  for h = 1 has only one row,
for whi h we write 1 so that 1 = T . By onstru tion, 1 is the most signi ant left singular ve tor of the auxiliary feature-weight matrix.
Therefore, for p query variants, we have:
1

= arg max
jj=1

p
X
i=1

(T wi)2 ;

(3)

^ = q + (1T q)1 :
(4)
That is, the new query ve tor q^ is a weighted
sum of the original query q and an additional
query ve tor 1. In the additional query ve tor 1, query terms are automati ally weighted
based on how representative they are in the do uments highly ranked by query variants, as seen
from (3). The oeÆ ient 1T q serves as a global
weight of the additional query 1 . This global
weight be omes relatively large, if the original
query terms are relatively representative in the
do uments retrieved by many of the query variants. As su h, 1T q serves as an automati weight
that re e ts on den e in the usefulness of the
additional query 1. That is, if queries slightly
di erent from one another retrieve essentially
similar do uments in whi h the original query
terms relatively dominate, one ould more ondently say that the terms from those retrieved
do uments should be useful as query terms.
q

2.2

Using domain knowledge

2.2.1

Database lookup for synonyms

It is well known that the key on epts in this
domain (su h as genes and proteins) have many
aliases. We use the following databases to look
for synonyms:
 Lo usLink1
 Gene Ontology (GO)2
1
2

http://www.indiana.edu/~ra / lsd/lo uslink.html
http://www.geneontology.org

 Mesh3
 Swiss-Prot4
We sear h the databases for longest mat h
with the given topi text and add the synonyms
listed in the mat hed database entries to the
query.
In addition, we use an abbreviation lexi on to
map abbreviations to their full forms (e.g., mapping \TGFB" to \Transforming Growth Fa tor
Beta"). We automati ally generated this lexi on
from the Medline orpus by a method essentially
similar to (S hwartz and Hearst, 2003). To improve the mapping pre ision we remove entries
that o urred less than ve times and sele t the
most frequent full form if multiple forms exist.
Given the initial query ve tor q, our new
query ve tor qs enhan ed by the database
lookup is: qs = q + 0:1s, where s is the query
ve tor generated (as in Se tion 2.4.2) from the
additional tokens from the synonyms and the
full forms of abbreviations.
To apply stru tural feedba k to the query enhan ed with synonyms, we use qs to initially retrieve the m do uments, but we use the original
query q to generate query variants. The nal
query is then generated by qs + (1T qs)1 .
2.2.2

Bi-grams

Bio hemi al entity names often ontain both
alphabeti al hara ters and digits and have notational variations (e.g., \ABC1" vs. \ABC1"). To ountera t this, we add sele ted token bi-grams to the index and queries. More
spe i ally, we generate token bi-grams (e.g.,
\ABC 1" where \ " indi ates the token boundary) whenever we see an alphabeti hunk followed by a digit hunk with/without a white
spa e or a hyphen between them (e.g., \ABC1",
\ABC 1", \ABC-1"). Similarly, we generate token bi-grams (e.g., \1 ABC") for digit hunks
followed by alphabeti hunks (e.g., \1ABC", \1
ABC", \1-ABC"). This is done both in indexing and in query generation. The token bi-grams
added to the queries and do uments are treated
3
4

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html
http://www.ebi.a .uk/swissprot/

in the same way as the other tokens in the generation of query/do ument ve tors.
2.3

Topi

templates

Sin e the Genomi s Tra k is relatively new, the
only available topi set with relevan e judgments useful for the development of our methods
is the one from 2004. Although the 2004 topi s
are in the usual TREC format, the 2005 topi s
are expressed in ve topi templates. Most of
these templates have two slots su h as \roles of
gene X in disease Y". The impli ation is that the
2005 topi s look for more spe i information
than the 2004 topi s (e.g., \information on gene
X"); onsequently, the 2005 topi s are apparently more diÆ ult than the 2004 topi s. (When
using two-slot topi templates, nding X only is
not enough. Relevant do uments are required
to ontain both an X and a Y that are related
to ea h other in the designated way.) In addition, the 2005 topi s are substantially less verbose than the 2004 topi s, whi h have the title
and need se tions. Su h terse topi s ( onveying
less information) pose a hallenge.
If a suÆ ient amount of development data
were provided, we ould have worked on developing methods that address su h issues. However, only two sample topi s per template were
made available, and their relevan e judgments
were indi ated as in omplete/unreliable. Given
the absen e of appropriate development data,
we de ided not to do anything spe ial with the
newly introdu ed topi format.
2.4
2.4.1

Implementation details
Indexing

We tokenize the text at white spa es after
repla ing all the non-alphabeti and non-digit
hara ters with white spa es. The Porter stemmer is used for stemming, and stopwords (fun tion words) are removed. In this manner, we
obtain tokens (or terms) from the TI (title), AB
(abstra t), and RN se tions of the Medline arti les, and index do uments with these terms.
Our experiments use an in-house sear h engine
based on the onventional inverted le me hanism.

des riptions
map
baseline (simple queries)
37.95
{
bi-gram
39.56 (+1.61)
synonyms
39.98 (+2.03)
(2004 best (Fujita, 2004))
40.75 (+2.80)
bi-gram + synonyms
41.45 (+3.50)
stru tural feedba k
44.20 (+6.25)
stru tural feedba k + bi-grams
45.19 (+7.24)
stru tural feedba k + bi-grams + synonyms 45.52 (+7.57)
Figure 3: Mean average pre ision results (%) on 2004 topi s. The numbers in parentheses are the
gains ompared to our baseline performan e.
2.4.2

Query and do ument ve tor
representations

A query is generated from the narrativeformat topi text, removing stopwords and the
template words (e.g., \role"). We generate a
query ve tor q and do ument ve tor d by setting the j -th entries ( orresponding to the j -th
term) q[j ℄ and d[j ℄ to:
idf j  fj f (k+3 k+ 1) ;
j
3
p
fj0  k1
idf j  f 0 + k1 (1 b) + b  l=l ;
d[j ℄ =
j


n+1
idf j = log df + 0:5 ;
[℄ =

qj

p

j

where fj and fj0 are the frequen ies of the j -th
term in the topi and do ument, respe tively,
l is the length of do ument, 
l is the average
length of the do uments, df j is the do ument
frequen y of the j -th term, and n is the number of do uments. The above feature weighting is essentially the same as BM25 (Robertson et al., 1994). Although IR term weighting might be typi ally des ribed as a produ t
of q[j ℄ and d[j ℄, we instead onsider a query ve tor and a do ument ve tor separately as feature
ve tors. Throughout the experiments, we set
k1 = 1:2; k3 = 7; b = 0:75, adopted from the
Lemur5 default setting.
5
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2.5

Ad-ho

retrieval results

2.5.1

Results on the 2004 topi s

2.5.2

Results on the 2005 topi s

Figure 3 shows the mean average pre ision
(map) results on the 2004 topi s. Our baseline
uses queries generated without stru tural feedba k or synonyms/bi-grams. The TITLE and
NEED se tions were used to generate the initial
query ve tors.
Most notably, stru tural feedba k greatly improves performan e over the baseline, produ ing 44.20% map. Combining stru tural feedba k with bi-grams and synonyms, the map is
45.52%, whi h is 7.57% higher than our baseline and 4.77% higher than the 2004 top system
(Fujita, 2004).
Bi-grams and synonyms are both e e tive on
the 2004 topi s. However, upon the inspe tion of the performan e on individual topi s, we
found that bi-gram queries are somewhat unstable { i.e., bi-grams greatly improve performan e on some topi s but signi antly degrade
performan e on other topi s. Therefore, we deided to submit one run with \stru tural feedba k+synonyms" and the other run with \stru tural feedba k+bi-grams+synonyms".
Figure 4 shows the mean average pre ision results on the 2005 topi s. Overall, the performan e is lower than on the 2004 topi s. This
is not surprising. As mentioned in Se tion 2.3,
the 2005 topi s are apparently more hallenging,
presumably as a result of introdu ing templates.
It turned out that unlike the 2004 topi s, syn-

run names des riptions
map
{
synonyms
25.89 ( 0.21)
{
baseline
26.10
{
{
bi-grams
26.54 (+0.44)
ibmadz05bs stru tural feedba k +synonyms+bi-grams 28.59 (+2.49)
ibmadz05us stru tural feedba k +synonyms
28.83 (+2.73)
(york05gm1) (best automati run)
28.88
{
{
stru tural feedba k +bi-grams
29.04 (+2.94)
{
stru tural feedba k
29.74 (+3.64)
{
stru tural feedba k w/ m=20
30.10 (+4.00)
{
stru tural feedba k w/ m=10
30.16 (+4.06)
(york05ga1) (best manual run)
30.20
{
Figure 4: Mean average pre ision results on 2005 topi s. The parameter m for stru tural feedba k
was set to 30 unless spe i ed otherwise. The numbers in parentheses are the gains ompared to
our baseline performan e.
onyms whi h we obtained from several domain
spe i databases slightly degraded performan e
on the 2005 topi s. Bi-grams improve performan e by 0.44% when we do not use the stru tural feedba k method. However, our nding
is that, in fa t, the stru tural feedba k method
alone a hieves higher performan e than ombinations of stru tural feedba k with synonyms
and/or bi-grams (whi h are our oÆ ial runs).
The map result of our best oÆ ial run (ibmadz05us) is the se ond best among all the automati runs, with a small di eren e (0.05%)
from the best run. Using stru tural feedba k
alone, we are able to produ e a map 30.16%,
whi h is higher than the best automati run and
very lose to the best manual run.
It is en ouraging to on rm that the new
stru tural feedba k method onsistently performs well. Moreover, in our private experiments not in luded in this report, we observed
that this new idea outperformed some onventional pseudo-relevan e feedba k methods whi h
we also implemented. We believe that this new
approa h warrants further investigation.
2.5.3

Dis ussion

On the ad-ho retrieval task, we experimented
with a new automati feedba k method whi h
we all stru tural feedba k, as well as query expansion using synonyms found in domain spe-

i databases. The former turned out to be
onsistently useful, while the usefulness of the
latter is in on lusive.
The potential danger in adding synonyms
from databases appears to be at least two-fold.
First, we may introdu e irrelevant query terms
be ause of `noisy' database entries or the inherent ambiguity of the mat hed entries. Se ondly,
and more importantly, even if we an orre tly
obtain synonyms, it is not lear, at least to us,
what term weights should be assigned to the tokens resulting from those synonyms (whi h are
often multi-word expressions). If the weights assigned to synonym tokens are too large, they
may, in e e t, `dominate' other terms that happen to have no synonyms. Su h imbalan e of
term weights is a riti al issue, espe ially when
relevant do uments must ontain two on epts
with a spe i relationship.
On the other hand, stru tural feedba k, in effe t, automati ally adjusts for ea h topi , the
weight of the additional query ve tor 1, based
on an impli itly estimated ` on den e'. Our experien e indi ates that the resulting method is
quite e e tive. It might be useful to investigate a similar `fail-safe me hanism' for synonyms
from external resour es.
Our submission system is purely based on general purpose sear h te hnology, without any spei omponents for topi templates and the se-

manti al meanings they imply. Although we
believe a more dedi ated retrieval system speialized to su h appli ations ould yield better
performan e on this parti ular TREC task, it
is en ouraging to see that our system, whi h is
not designed spe i ally for this tra k, produ es
good results with the help of our new stru tural
feedba k method.
3

Categorization

The purpose of the Genomi s Tra k ategorization task is to triage MGI journal arti les a ording to one of four information needs. There
are four sub-tasks orresponding to the information sought: A (Alleles of mutant phenotypes),
G (Gene Ontology annotation), T (Tumor biology), and E (Embryologi gene expression). We
submitted three runs for ea h.
3.1

Measurement

The task setting di ers from typi al text ategorization tasks in that the evaluation metri ,
so- alled utility, is spe i ally designed for this
tra k, whi h penalizes false negatives far more
severely than false positives.
The version used in the evaluation is a normalized utility de ned as Unorm = Uraw =Umax .
For a test olle tion of do uments to ategorize, Uraw is al ulated as follows: Uraw =
(ur  T P ) + (unr  F P ), where ur is the relative utility of relevant do uments, and unr is the
relative utility of non-relevant do uments. T P
is the true positive and F P is the false positive.
Umax is the maximum possible utility under perfe t lassi ation. With unr = 1, the values of
ur used in the evaluation are 17 for A, 64 for E,
11 for G, and 231 for T.
To maximize utility, spe ial attention is
needed to determine the ut-o threshold. Suppose that the lassi ation method an estimate the onditional in- lass probability P (Y =
1jX ), and that we retrieve all do uments X
with P (Y = 1jX )   for some uto threshold . Sin e the probability of X being TP is
P (Y = 1jX ), and being FP is 1 P (Y = 1jX ),
any do ument above the optimal threshold 
should ontribute to Uraw positively on average.

This implies that we should hoose the threshold su h that ur  + unr (1 ) = 0. That is, we
should retrieve every do ument X su h that
P (Y = 1jX )   = unr =(ur unr ):
(5)
This method of threshold sele tion is also used
in (Dayanik et al., 2004).
3.2

Learning methods

We employ regularized linear lassi ation with
modi ed Huber loss and square (and optionally
1-norm) regularization, separately for ea h task.
Let the training data be (Xi ; Yi ) (i = 1; : : : ; n),
where Xi is the ve tor representation of a do ument, and Yi 2 f1g be the orresponding label. We seek a linear weight ve tor w^ whi h
minimizes the following obje tive fun tion:
"

n
X
1
w
^ = arg min
L(wT Xi ; Yi ) + wT w;
w
n

#

i=1

where   0 is an appropriately hosen regularization parameter, whi h is used to stabilize the
solution, and

max(0; 1 py)2 if py  1 :
L(p; y ) =
4py
otherwise
It an be shown (Zhang, 2004) that by using this
method, we have a probability model
P (Y = 1jX ) = max(0; min(1; (1 + w
^T X )=2)):
(6)
This probability estimate an then be ombined
with (5) to obtain a retrieval strategy, in whi h
we retrieve every do ument X su h that w^T X 
2unr =(ur unr ) 1.
Another more lassi al linear model for probability estimation is logisti regression. Sin e
threshold determination is parti ularly important to the ategorization task (the performan e
is very sensitive to slight mistakes in the threshold value), we experimented with a few methods
for threshold determination, in luding probability estimation and dire t ross-validation. In addition, we experimented with feature weighting
s hemes su h as binary versus TFIDF, as well
as the ASO semi-supervised learning method

aibmadz05s
aibmadz05m1,2
eibmadz05s
eibmadz05m1,2
gibmadz05s
gibmadz05m1,2
tibmadz05s
tibmadz05m1,2

ASO w/ partially-supervised auxiliary problems; ross-validation threshold.
aibmadz05s + supervised w/ binary features.
supervised w/ binary features; probability threshold.
eibmadz05s + supervised w/o bi-gram features.
ASO w/ unsupervised auxiliary problems; probability threshold.
gibmadz05s + supervised
ASO w/ partially-supervised auxiliary problems; probability threshold.
tibmadz05s + supervised on guration w/ binary features.

Figure 5: Des riptions of ategorization runs. m1 and m2 determine thresholds by probability estimation and ross
validation, respe tively. Auxiliary problems for ASO are des ribed in (Ando and Zhang, 2005a).

ing examples, and therefore, it be omes harder
to bene t from unlabeled data. The third issue is the pe uliarities of the evaluation metri used in this task: the performan e is dominated by the proper determination of threshold
values. In fa t, even with the rst two issues
mentioned above, ASO was able to produ e appre iable improvements over the baseline with
ora le thresholds that are optimally sele ted on
the test data. However, the performan e gain
be omes insigni ant when thresholds are estimated on the training data, whi h implies that
a good threshold estimation method is the key
to the su ess on this task.
Due to the importan e of threshold estimation, in addition to the simple method based
on (5) and (6), we also onsidered a few more
ompli ated ideas that an potentially improve
the simple probability estimates. The three runs
submitted for ea h sub-task were generated as
follows. We performed ross validation of various on gurations on the training data. We
sele ted and ombined the two best-performing
on gurations by tting their outputs on the
held-out data (part of the training data) using logisti regression. We applied two types
of threshold determination methods (des ribed
below) to the ombined lassi er, whi h made
two runs. The third run simply used the bestperforming on guration.
One threshold determination method employed is 5-fold ross validation. The other is
based on probability estimation based on (6)
for modi ed Huber loss, and we use the stan6
As mentioned in the report on the 2004 parti ipation dard probability estimate 1=(1 + exp( w^T X ))
(Dayanik et al., 2004), we onje ture that there are some if w^ is trained using logisti regression. With
fa tors other than the ontent of the arti les that are
a e ting the label assignments.
unr = 1, we an then threshold the estimated

brie y des ribed in Se tion 2.1. In this study,
we did not attempt to explore ompli ated do ument representation features, ex ept for the use
of Mesh. Our interests fo us on the appli ation of semi-supervised learning in this s enario,
as well as threshold determination. The features we used are: tokens extra ted from the
title, abstra t, and body se tions of the journal arti les; and the keywords from the Mesh
se tions of the orresponding Medline entries.
In addition, we use the bi-grams that ombine
ea h of these tokens and the presen e/absen e
of "Mouse" in the Mesh se tions. No external
knowledge sour e other than Medline is used.
Although ASO has been shown to e e tively
exploit unlabeled data on text ategorization,
unfortunately, this parti ular task is not ideal
for experimenting with semi-supervised learning. One issue we en ountered here is the availability of unlabeled data, whi h should ideally
be taken from the same sour e as the test data.
However, the sour es of test data are biomedi al journals, to whi h we did not have a ess
for opyright reasons. As a substitute, we only
used as unlabeled data a set of Medline abstra ts
(whi h are substantially shorter than full journal arti les) that ontain \mouse", \mi e", or
\mus". Another issue is the absen e of relevant
features. The supervised performan e seems to
indi ate that our feature spa e does not ontain
strongly dis riminating features.6 In this situation, the performan e bottlene k is the absen e
of relevant features from the designed feature
spa e rather than the pau ity of labeled train-

x=a
x=e
x=g
x=t
ibmadz05m1 .8492 .8277 .4993 .8931
ibmadz05m2 .8482 .8339 .5004 .8998
ibmadz05s .8710 .8464 .4717 .8944
median
.7785 .6548 .4575 .7610
best
.8710 .8711 .5870 .9433
Figure 6: Categorization utility results.

man e spe i ally on the Genomi s tra k, a
weakness of our approa h is that we did not
explore domain knowledge e e tively. For the
ad-ho retrieval task, we did not in lude any
system omponents to handle topi templates,
whi h were designed for this year's Genomi s
tra k. In the ategorization task, no domain
spe i information other than Medline Mesh
terms was used. Although adding some domain
spe i omponents may potentially lead to betprobability a ording to (5) at 1=(ur + 1).
ter results on the two tasks in this year's Genomi s tra k, it is en ouraging to see that good
3.3 Results
e an already be obtained from the
Figure 6 shows the utility results of our oÆ ial performan
general
purpose
te hniques we investigated here.
runs (des ribed in Figure 5) in omparison with
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Con lusion

Though our parti ipation was in the Genomi s
Tra k, we fo used on generally appli able approa hes. We onsidered the ad-ho retrieval
task from the viewpoint of ma hine learning,
and on the ategorization task, we experimented
with a regularized linear lassi er in supervised
and semi-supervised settings.
A entral theme of our study is to explore the
use of unlabeled data, both in information retrieval and in text ategorization. We showed
that the newly proposed stru tural feedba k
method, based on ideas from semi-supervised
learning, onsistently improves retrieval performan e.
For the purpose of a hieving good perfor-
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